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DC Universe: Rebirth Deluxe Edition
As twilight descends on the reign of Queen Elizabeth I, all is not well. England is in
the grip of terror as strange, violent storms lash the countryside and the
Witchbreed, beings with amazing powers, stalk the land - all the while persecuted
by the Holy Inquisition! A host of Marvel heroes and villains including Spider-Man,
the X-Men, Nick Fury, Doctor Strange, Captain America, Daredevil, Doctor Doom,
Magneto and more emerge during the dark days of 1602 and are drawn into a plot
of treason and treachery - whilst the end of the world seems nigh! Collecting 1602
#1-8.

The Books of Magic Vol. 1: Moveable Type
TIMELESS TALES OF THE WORLD’S GREATEST HEROES—FROM THE LEGENDARY
CREATOR OF THE SANDMAN AND AMERICAN GODS. What evil is so powerful that it
can melt the Man of Steel—and extinguish the Green Lantern’s light? How did
Poison Ivy’s power first take root—and where did the Riddler find his calling? Who
killed the Batman—and will the legend of the Dark Knight ever really end? The
answers to all these questions and more are revealed in THE DC UNIVERSE BY NEIL
GAIMAN: THE DELUXE EDITION, collecting for the first time in a single volume eight
of the award-winning author’s celebrated stories of super-heroics! Illustrated by a
host of comics’ top talents—including Andy Kubert, Mark Buckingham, Simon
Bisley, Michael Allred, John Totleben, Matt Wagner, Kevin Nowlan and Jim
Aparo—THE DC UNIVERSE BY NEIL GAIMAN features all-star adventures from the
pages of SECRET ORIGINS, BATMAN BLACK AND WHITE, SOLO and WEDNESDAY
COMICS, as well as the never-before-reprinted graphic novel GREEN
LANTERN/SUPERMAN: LEGEND OF THE GREEN FLAME and the complete saga of
BATMAN: WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THE CAPED CRUSADER?, with afterwords from
the author and a special sketchbook section from Andy Kubert.
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The Sandman: the Deluxe Edition Book One
"Batman created by Bob Kane with Bill Finger; Superman created by Jerry Siegel
and Joe Shuster, by special arrangement with the Jerry Siegel family."

Forbidden Brides of the Faceless Slaves in the Secret House of
the Night of Dread Desire
Enjoy this great comic from DC’s digital archive!

Batman Unwrapped
Providing tantalizing glimpses into the fantastical worlds he would create and
nurture, NEIL GAIMAN'S MIDNIGHT DAYS collects some of the accomplished
author's earliest work, including tales featuring John Constantine, Swamp Thing
and the first and only meeting between The Golden Age Sandman and The
Sandman of the Endless.

The Artistry of Neil Gaiman
An amazing collection of dark and arresting imagery, THE SANDMAN DUST
COVERS: THE COLLECTED SANDMAN COVERS presents the haunting artwork of this
critically acclaimed and award-winning epic. Through these dynamic pieces, Dave
McKean reflected the mesmerizing mythology, adult nature, and imaginative
storytelling that made the story of Morpheus, the King of Dreams, such a
groundbreaking series. Featuring an exclusive THE SANDMAN tale, this collection
also includes insightful and revealing cover commentaries by author Neil Gaiman.

Secret Origins Special (1989-) #1
TIMELESS TALES OF THE WORLD S GREATEST HEROES FROM THE LEGENDARY
CREATOR OF THE SANDMAN AND AMERICAN GODS. What evil is so powerful that it
can melt the Man of Steel and extinguish the Green Lantern s light? How did Poison
Ivy s power first take root and where did the Riddler find his calling? Who killed the
Batman and will the legend of the Dark Knight ever really end? The answers to all
these questions and more are revealed in THE DC UNIVERSE BY NEIL GAIMAN: THE
DELUXE EDITION, collecting for the first time in a single volume eight of the awardwinning author s celebrated stories of super-heroics! Illustrated by a host of comics
top talents including Andy Kubert, Mark Buckingham, Simon Bisley, Michael Allred,
John Totleben, Matt Wagner, Kevin Nowlan and Jim Aparo THE DC UNIVERSE BY
NEIL GAIMAN features all-star adventures from the pages of SECRET ORIGINS,
BATMAN BLACK AND WHITE, SOLO and WEDNESDAY COMICS, as well as the neverbefore-reprinted graphic novel GREEN LANTERN/SUPERMAN: LEGEND OF THE
GREEN FLAME and the complete saga of BATMAN: WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THE
CAPED CRUSADER?, with afterwords from the author and a special sketchbook
section from Andy Kubert."

Death: The Deluxe Edition
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A celebrated send-up of gothic literature, beautifully adapted into a dark, brooding,
and oddly comical graphic novel. Somewhere in the night, a raven caws, an
author's pen scratches, and thunder claps. The author wants to write fiction:
stories about frail women in white nightgowns, mysterious bumps in the night, and
the undead rising to collect old debts. But he keeps getting interrupted by the
everyday annoyances of talking ravens, duels to the death, and his sinister butler.
Shane Oakley beautifully illustrates New York Times bestselling author Neil
Gaiman's satirical tale.

DC Universe by Neil Gaiman
"Originally published in single magazine form in Black orchid 1-3"--Copyright page.

Neil Gaiman's Likely Stories
For the first time, acclaimed writer Len WeinÕs greatest tales of the DC Universe
are collected, from the start of his prestigious career to its finale. Includes stories
from Teen Titans #18, Phantom Stranger #20-24, JLA #100-102, Action Comics
#419-420, 422-423, 425-426, 429, 432, DC Comics Presents #27-29, JLA 80-Page
Giant #2, DC Retroactive: Green LanternÑThe Ô80s: Big Betrayal #1 and Swamp
Thing Winter Special #1.

Detective Comics (2016-) #1000
Timeless tales of the world's greatest heroes from the legendary creator of THE
SANDMAN and AMERICAN GODS are collected in DC UNIVERSE BY NEIL GAIMAN.
What evil is so powerful that it can melt the Man of Steel--and extinguish the Green
Lantern's light? How did Poison Ivy's power first take root--and where did the
Riddler find his calling? Who killed the Batman--and will the legend of the Dark
Knight ever really end? The answers to all these questions and more are revealed
in THE DC UNIVERSE BY NEIL GAIMAN, collecting for the first time in a single
volume eight of the award-winning author's celebrated stories of superheroics!
Illustrated by a host of comics' top talents--including Andy Kubert, Mark
Buckingham, Simon Bisley, Michael Allred, John Totleben, Matt Wagner, Kevin
Nowlan and Jim Aparo--THE DC UNIVERSE BY NEIL GAIMAN features all-star
adventures from the pages of SECRET ORIGINS, BATMAN BLACK AND WHITE, SOLO
and WEDNESDAY COMICS, as well as the never-before-reprinted graphic novel
GREEN LANTERN/SUPERMAN: LEGEND OF THE GREEN FLAME and the complete
saga of BATMAN: WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THE CAPED CRUSADER? Plus,
afterwords from the author and a special sketchbook section from Andy Kubert.

DC Universe
Presented in an oversized leather-bound slipcase, this work includes the first
twenty issues of "Sandman" in the popular "Absolute" format. It is a useful
collection for any Sandman fan, or indeed any serious comics fan.

Dc Universe - The Stories of Alan Moore
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Collecting issues #1-6 of the new DC Vertigo series! While Tim Hunter is trying to
study and attract the cutest girl in his class, there are cultists who want to kill him,
believing his magical powers will eventually corrupt him, turning him into a
merciless mage who will bring upon the end of magic forever! Luckily, the new
substitute teacher at his school wants to mentor him and educate him in the
magical arts so that he can discover the secrets behind the Books of MagicThis
collection also includes THE SANDMAN UNIVERSE SPECIAL #1!

The Sandman: Overture (2014- ) #3
Graphic novel. Science fiction and fantasy.

American Gods Volume 3: The Moment of the Storm (Graphic
Novel)
Once he was Hero of the Beachand of the Doom Patrol. Now Flex Mentallo, the Man
of Muscle Mystery, returns to investigate the sinister dealings of his former
comrade, The Fact, and a mysterious rock star whose connection to Flex may
holding the key to saving them both. This fast-paced tale twists super-hero tropes,
introducing one mind-boggling concept after another. This long-asked-for Vertigo
title is collected at last, presenting an early collaboration between writer Grant
Morrison and artist Frank Quitely, who would win much acclaim on ALL-STAR
SUPERMAN.

DC Universe by Neil Gaiman
While best known for his critically acclaimed series Y: The Last Man, Ex Machina,
Saga, Runaways, Paper Girls and more, Eisner Award-winning comics legend Brian
K. Vaughan has also left an impact on DCÕs greatest heroes. VaughanÕs work has
reached all corners of the DC Universe, from the close quarters of Titans Tower to
the cities and wildlands of the planet Rann to the moon-bound halls of the Justice
League Watchtower. This collection brings together timeless stories from such
series as The Titans, Young Justice, JLA and Green LanternÑincluding more than 60
pages of material that has never before been reprinted. These stories further
solidify VaughanÕs place as one of the greatest talents in comics. Collects The
Titans #14, Sins of Youth: Wonder Girls #1, Young Justice #22, JLA Annual #4,
Green Lantern: Circle of Fire #1-2, Green Lantern and Adam Strange #1 and Green
Lantern and the Atom #1.

Batman/the Flash: the Button International Edition
#1 NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller and winner of the 2016 Hugo Award for Best
Graphic Story! Twenty-five years since THE SANDMAN first changed the landscape
of modern comics, Neil Gaiman's legendary series is back in a deluxe edition! THE
SANDMAN: OVERTURE heralds NEW YORK TIMES best-selling writer Neil Gaiman's
return to the art form that made him famous, ably abetted by artistic luminary J.H.
Williams III (BATWOMAN, PROMETHEA), whose lush, widescreen images provide an
epic scope to the Sandman's origin story. From the birth of a galaxy to the moment
that Morpheus is captured, THE SANDMAN: OVERTURE will feature cameo
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appearances by fan-favorite characters such as the Corinthian, Merv Pumpkinhead
and, of course, the Dream King's siblings: Death, Desire, Despair, Delirium,
Destruction and Destiny.

Death, the Deluxe Edition
From New York Times best-selling author Neil Gaiman and Eisner-award winning
creator Mark Buckingham comes a graphic novel anthology of four essential
fantasy stories. These dark and imaginative tales feature an odd and subtly linked
world of bizarre venereal diseases, a creepy old woman who feasts on raw meat, a
man obsessed with a skin model from a magazine, and a story within a story about
ghosts. You wont want to miss this collection featuring comic adaptations of the
short stories: Looking for the Girl, Foreign Parts, Closing Time, and Feeders and
Eaters from the Hugo, Eisner, Newbery, Harvey, Bram Stoker, Locus, World
Fantasy, and Nebula award-winning author Neil Gaiman!

DC Universe by Len Wein
The comics event of 2016, DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH heralds a new era in storytelling
for DC Comics. Praised by critics and fans alike, DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH is a mustread comic that sets the stage for the future of the DC Universe. Wally West is
trapped out of time and space, lost in the recesses of dimensional bleed due to the
Flashpoint caused by his mentor, Barry Allen. Drifting in this nothingness, only
Wally—the man once known as Kid Flash and then the Flash—can see the mystery
pervading the universe. Who has stolen 10 years? Wally must now return to Earth
and the loved ones who have always acted as his lightning rod, but no matter who
he contacts, he slips further and further away, closer to nothingness. The fate of
the universe depends on Wally West’s REBIRTH… The story that began one of the
most critically acclaimed launches of all time is here in DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH
DELUXE EDITION. Written by #1 New York Times best-selling author Geoff Johns
(JUSTICE LEAGUE) with art from four of the industry’s greatest talents in Ivan Reis
(AQUAMAN), Gary Frank (BATMAN: EARTH ONE), Ethan Van Sciver (GREEN
LANTERN: REBIRTH) and Phil Jimenez (INFINITE CRISIS), this new hardcover edition
features a story with ramifications that will reverberate through the DC Universe
for years to come!

Neil Gaiman's Midnight Days Deluxe Edition
The amazing 1000th issue of DETECTIVE COMICS is collected in this new Deluxe
Edition hardcover, including a new story written by Robert Venditti with art by
Steven Segovia! This amazing collection is stacked with an unbelievable lineup of
talent that will take you on a journey through BatmanÕs past, present and
futureplus a sensational epilogue that features the first-ever DC Universe
appearance of the deadly Arkham Knight! But who is under the mask? And why do
they want Batman dead? The incredible future of Batman adventures begins here!

The DC Universe by Brian K. Vaughan
Regarded as one of the most influential writers in comics today, this volume
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includes some of Moore's seminal superhero stories in these classic tales, among
them 'Whatever Happened to the Man of Tomorrow' and 'The Killing Joke'.

The Books of Magic 30th Anniversary Deluxe Edition
A collection of comics featuring characters from the DC Universe, covers a variety
of genres, times, and styles.

Dust Covers: The Collected Sandman Covers
Award-winning author Neil Gaiman's tale of Timothy Hunter, a boy with the power
to be the world's greatest magician, is presented here in a remastered deluxe
format. Some of the greatest mystics in the DC Universe, such as John Constantine
and the Phantom Stranger, must aid Timothy Hunter in his decision on whether or
not to become a powerful magician or return to his normal life.

The Sandman: The Deluxe Edition Book 3
Neil Gaiman's award-winning masterpiece The Sandman, is finally being collected
for the first time in deluxe hardcover format! The critically acclaimed series
continues here, filled with the art from the medium's most gifted talent and now in
a show-stopping hardcover edition perfect for any collector's library. This volume
picks up where the last left off in Morpheus' ongoing saga as he travels through the
dreaming. From the Game of You stories where cracks are forming between the
world of the waking and the dreaming, to Brief Lives where we follow the youngest
of the Endless - Delirium - in her quest to find their long lost brother, Destruction.
Lose yourself in Gaiman's fantastic worlds and continue the fantasy here, with the
Sandman Deluxe Edition Book 3. Collects The Sandman issues #32-50, the
equivalent of the paperback edition books #5-7.

Neil Gaiman's 1602
After 80 years, itÕs here-the 1,000th issue of DETECTIVE COMICS, the title that
literally defines DC! This 96-page issue is stacked with an unbelievable lineup of
talent that will take you on a journey through BatmanÕs past, present and
futureplus a sensational epilogue that features the first-ever DC Universe
appearance of the deadly Arkham Knight! But who is under the mask? And why do
they want Batman dead? The incredible future of Batman adventures begins here!

The Sandman: Overture Deluxe Edition
Mike Mignola, best known as the creator of Hellboy, started out his comics art
career drawing the adventures of the World's Greatest Super-Heroes, applying his
moody artwork to tales of Superman, Batman, Swamp Thing and more. Now, this
new collection assembles these stories written by John Byrne, Roger Stern, Neil
Gaiman, Paul Kupperberg, and others for the first time. Collects: SUPERMAN: THE
WORLD OF KRYPTON #1-4, ACTION COMICS ANNUAL #2, SUPERMAN #18 and 23,
BATMAN: LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #54, BATMAN: GOTHAM KNIGHTS #36,
SWAMP THING ANNUAL #5, PHANTOM STRANGER #1-4 and much more.
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The Absolute Sandman
Collects all of Gaiman's tales starring Death, including her first appearance in the
"Sandman" series and a story in which, as a young mortal girl named Didi, she
helps a 250-year-old homeless woman find her missing heart.

The DC Universe By Neil Gaiman Deluxe Edition
A New York Times Best Seller! From the pages of Newbery Medal winner Neil
Gaiman's THE SANDMAN comes fan-favorite character Death collecting her solo
adventures! The first story introduces the young, pale, perky, and genuinely likable
Death. One day in every century, Death walks the Earth to better understand those
to whom she will be the final visitor. Today is that day. As a young mortal girl
named Didi, Death befriends a teenager and helps a 250-year old homeless
woman find her missing heart. What follows is a sincere musing on love, life and (of
course) death. In the second story, a rising star of the music world wrestles with
revealing her true sexual orientation just as her lover is lured into the realm of
Death that Death herself should make an appearance. A practical, honest, and
intelligent story that illuminates "the miracle of death." Collects the DEATH: THE
HIGH COST OF LIVING and DEATH: THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE miniseries, a must have
for any fan.

Black Orchid
Collects the adventures of Death, who, in order to better understand humankind,
walks the Earth as a mortal girl named Didi who helps a homeless woman find her
missing heart.

Wonder Woman: The True Amazon
The new and old gods agree to meet in the center of America to exchange the
body of the old gods' fallen leader--heading towards the inevitable god war in this
final arc to the bestselling comic series! The Hugo, Bram Stoker, Locus, World
Fantasy, and Nebula Award-winning novel and hit Starz television series by NEIL
GAIMAN is adapted as a graphic novel! Collects American Gods Volume 3: The
Moment of the Storm #1-#9.

Solo
Don't miss this comprehensive collection featuring the World's Greatest SuperHeroes as interpreted by one of the most acclaimed authors in comics! The work of
Alan Moore (WATCHMEN, V FOR VENDETTA, THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY
GENTLEMEN) in the DC Universe during the 1980s is considered a benchmark for
great stories with fresh approaches to iconic characters. Collected in this volume
are all of Moore's Superman and Batman stories, including 'Whatever Happened to
the Man of Tomorrow?' BATMAN: THE KILLING JOKE, and so much more. Collects
ACTION COMICS #584, BATMAN ANNUAL #11, DC COMICS PRESENTS #85,
DETECTIVE COMICS #549-550, GREEN LANTERN #188, THE OMEGA MEN #26-27,
SECRET ORIGINS #10, SUPERMAN #423, TALES OF THE GREEN LANTERN CORPS
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ANNUAL #2 & 3, SUPERMAN ANNUAL #11 and VIGILANTE #17-18.

Batman: Whatever Happened to the Caped Crusader? Deluxe
Find out how the devastating effects of CRISIS ON INFINITE EARTHS reverberated
across the DC Universe in these stories from Amethyst #13, Blue Devil #17-18,
Wonder Woman #327-329, Swamp Thing #46, Legion of Super-Heroes #16 and
#18, Superman #413-415, DC Comics Presents #87, 88, 94 and 95, Justice League
of America Annual #3 and The Omega Men #31, plus a story from THE OMEGA
MEN #33. Includes many never-before-reprinted stories and new essays by CRISIS
associate-editor Robert Greenberger!

Flex Mentallo
Collects adventures featuring the Dark Knight, including facing his own demise and
meeting with his troubled son, Damian.

DC Universe by Mike Mignola
"Superman created by Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster, by special arrangement with
the Jerry Siegel family; Batman created by Bob Kane with Bill Finger; Swamp Thing
created by Len Wein and Bernie Wrightson."

Crisis on Infinite Earths Companion Deluxe Vol. 3
See Wonder Woman like you’ve never seen her before in WONDER WOMAN: THE
TRUE AMAZON, an original graphic novel from Eisner Award-winning writer and
artist Jill Thompson. Join Princess Diana in her early years, as she develops into the
formidable hero we know and love. Young Diana has the fawning attention of her
nation, but she soon grows spoiled and ungrateful. When a series of tragic events
takes its toll, Diana must learn to grow up, take responsibility, and seize her
destiny. Acclaimed for her work with Neil Gaiman’s THE SANDMAN, DEAD BOY
DETECTIVES and more, Jill Thompson fulfills her dream project of bringing readers
this new perspective on the Amazon Princess. Starring in her own feature film next
year, Wonder Woman is at the forefront of media attention, and this long-awaited
story is highly anticipated by fans of both the character and the creator. Steeped in
the mythology of this iconic character’s original conception, WONDER WOMAN:
THE TRUE AMAZON is a fresh, stand-alone interpretation of the most famous and
iconic female superhero of all time.

Death
The armies of the night are gathering. The universe is beginning its final dance.
Morpheus, far from home, walks the path of madness, accompanied only by
himself.

Black Orchid
From Neil Gaiman, the best-selling novelist and creator of the world-renowned
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comics title The Sandman, comes a mesmerizing tale of the dangers and
opportunities of youth, and its endless possibilities. Illustrated by four of comics'
most accomplished artists, John Bolton, Scott Hampton, Charles Vess and Paul
Johnson, THE BOOKS OF MAGIC collects all four issues of the original miniseries
that introduced the character of Timothy Hunter and set the stage for his
continuing adventures.Timothy Hunter could be the most powerful magician in the
world, but does he really want to be? Guided through the magical world starting at
the begining of time by a group of DC Universe magicians, often refered to as the
Trenchcoat Brigade (John Constantine, Phantom Stranger, Mister E, and Doctor
Occult), they attempt to aid Timothy in his decision whether or not to embrace his
gift. However, by the time Timothy makes a choice, it may have already been
made for him.

Detective Comics #1000: The Deluxe Edition
One of the most popular and critically acclaimed graphic novels of all time, Neil
Gaiman's award-winning masterpiece The Sandman, is finally being collected for
the first time in deluxe hardcover format. Illustrated by an exemplary selection of
the medium's most gifted artists, the series is a rich blend of modern and ancient
mythology in which contemporary fiction, historical drama, and legend are
seamlessly interwoven. This first book collecting Neil Gaiman's genre-defining
series about the Dream King in a new deluxe edition series featuring an oversize
hardcover format and bonus content. Collects the first two paperback volumes of
the critically acclaimed series Sandman, issues 1-16, and Sandman Midnight
Theatre 1.

DC Universe by Alan Moore
Contributions by Lanette Cadle, Züleyha Çetiner-Öktem, Renata Lucena Dalmaso,
Andrew Eichel, Kyle Eveleth, Anna Katrina Gutierrez, Darren Harris-Fain, Krystal
Howard, Christopher D. Kilgore, Kristine Larsen, Thayse Madella, Erica McCrystal,
Tara Prescott-Johnson, Danielle Russell, Joe Sutliff Sanders, Joseph Michael
Sommers, and Justin Wigard Neil Gaiman (b. 1960) reigns as one of the most
critically decorated and popular authors of the last fifty years. Perhaps best known
as the writer of the Harvey, Eisner, and World Fantasy Award–winning series The
Sandman, Gaiman quickly became equally renowned in literary circles for
Neverwhere, Coraline, and the award-winning American Gods, as well as the
Newbery and Carnegie Medal–winning The Graveyard Book. For adults, children,
comics readers, and viewers of the BBC’s Doctor Who, Gaiman’s writing has
crossed the borders of virtually all media, making him a celebrity around the world.
Despite Gaiman’s incredible contributions to comics, his work remains
underrepresented in sustained fashion in comics studies. In this book, the thirteen
essays and two interviews with Gaiman and his frequent collaborator, artist P.
Craig Russell, examine the work of Gaiman and his many illustrators. The essays
discuss Gaiman’s oeuvre regarding the qualities that make his work unique in his
eschewing of typical categories, his proclamations to “make good art,” and his own
constant efforts to do so however the genres and audiences may slip into one
another. The Artistry of Neil Gaiman forms a complicated picture of a man who has
always seemed fully assembled virtually from the start of his career, but only came
to feel comfortable in his own voice far later in life.
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The Books of Magic
The cataclysmic events of DC Universe- Rebirth #1 continue here! The Dark Knight
and the Fastest Man Alive, the two greatest detectives on any world, unite to
explore the mystery behind a certain blood-stained smiley button embedded in the
Batcave wall.
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